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Ag Aviation Marks 100th
Anniversary

 August 03, 2021

An Air Tractor AT-802 on display.
Credit: Bill Carey

LEESBURG, Virginia—Principals of agricultural aviation in the U.S., family members and others gathered Aug. 3 to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of the industry during an event at Leesburg Executive Airport (JYO) outside of Washington, D.C.

Hosted by the National Agricultural Aviation Association (NAAA) in a ProJet Aviation hangar, the event culminated with the donation to the
nearby Smithsonian National Air and Space Museums̓ Udvar-Hazy Center of “Dusty Crophopper,” an Air Tractor AT-400A painted as a Disney
cartoon character. Disney used the single-engine ag airplane to promote the �lms “Planes” in 2013 and its sequel “Planes: Fire & Rescue” in
2014.

The NAAA traces the start of agricultural aviation in the U.S. to Aug. 3, 1921. On that day, Army Air Service test pilot Lt. John A. Macready �ew a
modi�ed Curtiss JN-6 Jenny biplane over a catalpa grove near Troy, Ohio, as engineer Etienne Dormoy, seated in the passenger cockpit,
released lead arsenate dust from a hopper using a hand crank. Their mission—to attack an infestation of Catalpa Sphinx moth larvae from the
air, was the �rst recorded aerial application �ight.

There are now 1,560 aerial application businesses in the U.S. that operate a �eet of 3,588 aircra� (3,014 �xed-wing and 574 helicopters) for
agriculture as well as �re�ghting, according to the NAAA.
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“Their ability to constantly evolve technologically these past 10 decades, to care for the environment and their customers and provide an
invaluable service, is why aerial applicators have remained so important for a century,” NAAA CEO Andrew Moore said. “Feeding, clothing,
fueling a growing population to ensure a stable and ample food supply is the next great challenge facing the future of our planet and
agriculture, and aerial applicators are well suited to help farmers face these challenges.”

Larger turboprop engines have enabled ag airplanes to carry hopper payloads of 800 gal., said Moore, pointing to an Air Tractor AT-802 on
display in the hangar. Olney, Texas-based Air Tractor, the leading manufacturer of agricultural aircra�, is nearing certi�cation of a 1,060-gal.
hopper aircra�, the AT-1002, he revealed.

Speaking on behalf of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), Doug McKalip, a senior aide to Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack, said the
USDA is prioritizing the development of aviation biofuel. 

“It is our goal to get to a point where we have a drop-in biofuel made with feedstocks that is able to power [agricultural] planes all the way up to
intercontinental, widebody jet airplanes,” McKalip said. “I think it would be pretty �tting if we are able to ... bring the bene�t back full-circle to
the farmer.”

Air Tractor President Jim Hirsch related how a representative of Disney contacted him, wanting to know if the manufacturer could loan one of
its airplanes to help promote “Planes” on the air show circuit. “It was a time when there wasnʼt an airplane to be had in the country,” Hirsh said.
“Commodities prices were up, all the ag operators were busy, there wasnʼt an airplane for sale, our production was completely sold out. It
wasnʼt like we had a showroom full of airplanes that we could pluck one out and loan it.”

Air Tractor referred Disney to Rusty Lindeman, the owner of Rusty s̓ Flying Service of DʼHanis, Texas, who agreed to refurbish a piston-
powered AT-400 to the equivalent of a turbine-powered AT-400A and paint it to resemble Dusty Crophopper, the �lms̓ protagonist, who aspired
to be a race plane but was afraid of heights. 

Rusty and Lea Lindeman have donated the aircra� to the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum. Following the 100th anniversary event,
plans called for Rusty to �y the Air Tractor on a short hop to Washington Dulles International Airport and turn it over to the museum. 
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